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Background

Coordinate between multiple agents is an important problem.

Key: Exploiting loose coupling.

Loose coupling is an approach to interconnecting the components in a system or network so that those 

components, also called elements, depend on each other to the least extent practicable.



Background

Fully cooperative games, multi-agent multi-armed bandits (MAMABs)

Target is to prove a regret bound that is logarithmic in the number of arm pulls and only linear in the 

number of agents. 



Research Problem

What: To prove a regret bound that is logarithmic in the number of arm pulls and only linear in the 

number of agents. Also the regret bound depends on the harmonic mean of the local upper confidence 

bounds, rather than their sum.

How: They propose multi-agent upper confidence exploration (MAUCE), a new algorithm for MAMABs 

that exploits loose couplings.

In the experiments section, it performs better than sparse cooperative Q-learning and a state-of-art 

combinatorial bandit approach.
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Challenge

Naive approach of considering the regret of full joint action is exponential in the number of agents.

Naive approach considering a super agent whose action space could be prohibitively large.

How to balance exploration and exploitation in the joint action taken by the agents, such that the loss due 

to taking suboptimal joint actions during learning is bounded.



Key Concept

While learning MAUCE leverages the graphical properties of the MAMAB. It treating both exploration 

and exploitation as separate objectives.

MAUCE selects the action that best balances exploration and exploitation according to the joint overall 

mean reward plus (upper confidence) exploration bound.

They proven a regret bound for MAUCE that is only linear in the number of agents rather than 

exponential.



Experiments

Baselines: uniformly random action selector; sparse cooperative Q learning; learning with linear rewards.

Games: 0101-Chain; Gem Mining; Wind Farm
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Results - 0101-Chain



Experiments - Gem Mining

Mining Day Problem (2015)



Experiments - Wind Farm

A state-of-art simulator (2016)



Results - Gem Mining & Wind Farm

Gem Mining: rewards in this setting s are obtained by a group

Wind Farm: rewards in this setting s are obtained per-agent from the simulator



Results - Gem Mining & Wind Farm



Approach - MAUCE
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